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Peoples of the Salmon (Pots) 63 de Jure Governance Meeting 
 

Date: March 12, 2023 

.Short chats about 1763 King George 111 Royal Proclamation and such other Documents. 

.Grace by :eskotey-pastosiwan-paskwawimostos 

.Giltimi 

.Words of recognition; how far our tribe and all have come. 

.BC and Canada fraud exposure of Fraud and their Privy Council ,we send the rejection of all Treaties. 

.Sec. 9124 Gov. Corpseration of Can. Sec.88 Indian Act, has no standing 

.Three readings in the House of Commons , they only did 2 , no Royal assent. 

.Supreme Court Cases , ex, forestry. It is not in the Constitution, it cannot be. 

.We are First Law of the Land. 

.Social economics with Allies. 

.We must be recognition with our Alliances as Viable Source Traditional Governance. 

.We are placing back the Traditional Governance. 

Maskwa 

.Pukan chats with Chiefs from the East. 

.2012 Land Lease is done and notices have been Served and Received . Silence is acquiescence. 

.The Corpseration has no Land , they have no Standing to Rule. 

.Most of the Clan Mothers are Standing Together from all over the World. 

.We must continue working on our funding for projects.  

.Chief Maskwa invites the council of 13 for a Celebration Feast, commencements for the success.  

.Good food gives clarity to the mind,body, and Soul. 

.March 1st all Land officially went Back to the Original Land Stuarts.. 

Myoake  

.encourages all to give the Corpseration more notice of our Traditional Governance. 



 

 

Popois 

Wolverine meetings and Discussions about Land and Traditional Governance. 

.We are a freight Train and we are moving forward. 

.Trap-line Boundary power-lines, pip-lines, construction, decommissioning dust, traffic, impact to the lands . 

.Addressing what is at Risk. 

.With the council of 13 we have the rights , not band Councils, we write the documents and give them due 
notice of what we are doing and what is happening. They must acknowledge and comply. 

.Adoption Proclamation document in the works. 

.We are protecting our peoples, titles and Land Stewardship. 

.Queen Proclamation of 1835. 

.Indians have always owned this Land. 

.Here is where the Gov making us a business Trade stops. 

Myoake  

Words of wisdom on court cases. 

.Talks about the courts here in MB, and the 33ft Krack-en statue in its front. 

.We need to stand as one , they are starting to try their take over. 

.We are rich in our resources.  

Kooks 

.Ontario is ready got the shut downs.  

.Place Docs for the dismissal all x Kanatan. 

Eskotey 

IRS Docs 

All implements are going through the final changes and then they are ready to launch. 

.They are solid and will give them the paper trail that will rise us to the standing recognition of our traditional 
Sovran Governance. 

Maskwa 

Paper Works, Northern American Chief of Council and Clan Mothers. 

.Sharing the stories of success and how it was gained. 

.They know they have no Jurisdiction. 

.Taking the Power of their rules. 

.We do not need their drivers licences or any licenses that is just a $ grab and a licence to do corrupt business. 

Giltimy  



 

 

Story about trades, with fish and elk. 

.we are the administration of our new /original old Traditional Governance. 

Barbra  

Speaks of Court injustices, and the 1704 Imperial Orders, BC Sic and Canada Sic. 

.All rights reserved UCC-1-207 

TaPete 

Shares Court Cases and Winnings. 

Micheal  

Keeping the lights shinning. 

Popois 

Talks about the Wolverines, Haasaa and what Sovereignty is.  

.mentions about the council of 13 and the presence of many of the members on this day. 

.Meeds vs Meeds ... do lots of study to gain the knowledge that you need to walk Sovereign. 

.Practice and learn, you must walk this way in your speak and thoughts and you will see the freedom from the 
changes you have made. 

.We are at the point where we are moving with council, family and our Future. 

.We are Rich in Culture, Unity, hunting, fish, gathering, harvesting, and we are exercising Joint Tenancy, time , 
space , Title. 

.We are outside of all Federal Law. We stand above it all. 

.Banking news 

.Common law Court from our Court. 

.New agreements to be made, New planning, New Business planning and systems, New Marshals. 

.Jenn gives a 20 min presentation of Conflict resolution. 

Eskotey  

.Closing Grace 
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